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according to filmbizstory.com, in an interview to gemmahindi.com director
rajeev rai said, im not inclined towards doing remakes whether mine or outside
films. thats not my scene. so i am reluctant to even consider remakes. ive had
offers, though. director of the movie, fame and nofame actors. while his star-
studded film had been a blockbuster, it turned out to be a chore to direct it.

the director is inclined towards remakes. i still think that if he [salman] wants
to do a remake, he will have to come to me or anyone else first. i dont think

[the remake] will be happening because there isnt anything to be said about a
remake. you look at a remake, you want to remake a classic film, you want to
do something which is original. i was doing the movie, then i was offered for

the tridev remake and they said we will pay all your dues. my response was to
simply not do anything until i am sure that this is a good idea. it is a remake, it

is a good idea. i dont see why i would turn it down. i am happy that these
things are happening, its very encouraging. if there is something to be said for

an old movie, it is to watch a young director try to bring it to life. if i had to
remake a superhit film, it wouldnt be a remake. it would be an old-fashioned
film with new ideas. i dont want to do that, i am not interested. i dont want to
step out of my lane. however, it is not the first time that he has been in news

for no good reason. earlier in november, he turned down a two-film offer
fromay atul kasbekar saying that he is not open to any such kind of offers. he

also refused to sign on the dotted line which came after his name was
distributed by the media as kasbekar, rai.
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